Abstract. This paper reviews experimental research on nano-composite protective coatings of various chemical compositions and structure. For adaptive multielement and multilayer systems with specific phase composition, structure, substructure, stress state, and high functional properties, formation conditions are considered; the behavior of such systems under extreme operating conditions and in tribological applications is examined; the structural, phase, and chemical composition are discussed as well as the hardness, friction and wear at elevated temperatures; and the adhesive strength of hierarchical protective coatings is analyzed. Finally, the adaptive behavior under different tribological test conditions of multifunctional, multilayer coatings as a function of their properties and structure is examined.
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1. Introduction

An important trend in the development of nanotechnologies and new nanostructural materials is inextricably bound up with investigations into the basic mechanisms of their synthesis, phase and structural states, and the physico-mechanical properties of nanocomposite multicomponent protective coatings of various chemical compositions and internal architecture.

Modern nanocomposite multicomponent protective coatings are adaptive hierarchical materials consisting of alternating nanolayers of various modulated chemical compositions. These materials constitute complicated nonequilibrium systems in which nonlinear processes proceed, including those with bifurcations and generation of dissipative structures with phase transitions [1] and promoting the formation of nanocrystalline and/or nanocluster structures exhibiting unique functional properties [1–7]. Such processes are described in terms of physical mesomechanics [8] and nonequilibrium thermodynamics [1].

The functional properties of the coatings being considered, as of many others, are in the first place determined by grain size and shape, chemical and phase composition, crystallographic orientation, lattice structure, internal stress, etc. The most important line of nanomaterial research is the elucidation of the size dependence of their mechanical characteristics, such as hardness, plasticity, and elasticity. Current ideas on the suppression of incipient crack growth and the generation and propagation of dislocations associated with a reduction of crystallite size to below 10 nm in the absence of an anomalous Hall–Petch dependence characteristic of nanostructural materials find wide application in the development of new methods for the targeted synthesis of tailor-made coatings, providing thermal stability of their structures and physico-mechanical properties.

The results of basic research and simulation of physical regularities inherent to nanocrystalline films and coatings have been reported in numerous publications [9–38]. Nowadays, a variety of methods are available to prepare nanocomposite coatings [1, 4, 6], including the inclusion of doping elements into a growing condensate and/or its ion bombard-
The structure and phase composition of a coating are controlled by combining various deposition regimes, by altering dopant concentrations, the partial pressure of the working gaseous mixture, and the substrate temperature, and by applying a negative bias potential to the substrate or bombarding it with high-energy gaseous ions.

A desired nanostructure is formed by thermodynamically controlled decomposition of the metastable or hypothetically homogeneous mixed phase of a solid solution. Such decomposition may proceed either through grain nucleation and growth induced by the spinodal decomposition mechanism [1, 4, 7, 39–42]. It is important to note that the formation of a highly thermostable nanostructure implies high chemical activity of the system needed to maintain the thermodynamic driving force for phase segregation and a sufficiently high temperature (770–870 K) to ensure rapid diffusion for completing segregation during growth.

Of practical significance are innovative technologies for the synthesis of materials with a nanocrystalline structure, excellent physico-mechanical and operational properties by a goal-oriented choice of deposition technological parameters based on the known physical principles behind the achievement of a nanostructural state in the vacuum–plasma multicomponent and multilayer systems. Formulating conditions for manufacturing nanocomposite coatings and surface layers of materials with the desired specific properties would be expected to enhance the efficiency of the available equipment. Sufficient fast deposition of coatings onto highly homogeneous large-area substrates under the influence of a multicomponent metallic plasma fluxes will be the primary way of implementing these strategies to decline energy consumption and reduce spraying costs.

This review deals with the physical aspects of designing multicomponent and multilayer nanostructures, which are based on hypotheses and ideas from various branches of natural sciences, including solid state and plasma physics, materials engineering, physical chemistry, condensed matter and consolidated material physics. Special attention is devoted to nanoscale multilayer nanocomposite coatings, bearing in mind some of their special physical, chemical, and micromechanical characteristics, such as high-temperature hardness and improved protective and heat-shielding properties that make these materials most suitable for tribological applications under extreme conditions. The analysis is based on various coatings containing transition metals (Ti, Y, Hf, Zr, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Al, Mo) and nonmetal dopants (B, N, Si), with the particular emphasis put on the results of those studies that clarify the relationship between the structural-phase state and operational properties of the coatings of interest and the methods and conditions of their production [43–46].

Other issues addressed in the review include approaches to the development of adaptive composite coatings with a low friction coefficient. Considerable progress has been achieved over the past decade in improving adaptive thin-film coatings having low friction and wear coefficients within a broad range of working media, temperatures, and bearing stresses with a particular emphasis placed on the structural and antifrictional properties of ceramic matrices with noble metal nanocrystalline inclusions (TiC–Ag, YSZ–Ag, Ta2C2Cr2AlC–Ag, CrAlN–Ag, Mo2N–Ag, and MoCN–Ag (YSZ — yttria-stabilized zirconia) [47–63].

These data are borrowed from articles published in the last 10 years and original work of the authors. Special emphasis is placed on the relationship between the structural-phase state and functional properties of nanostructural and nanocomposite coatings. This review is intended to discuss the possibility of, strategies for, and objectives regarding development and application of nanocomposite multicomponent protective coatings of various chemical compositions.

2. Principles of formation and tribo-mechanical properties of nanocomposite coatings

Results of materials science research into protective coatings published in recent decades suggest the possibility of obtaining new materials with improved functional characteristics by means of structural and chemical engineering, such as nanostructural nanocomposite films and coatings, in particular, based on nitrides.

Nanocomposite coatings are materials consisting of a small amount of nanocrystals distributed in the amorphous matrix (Fig. 1). Both theoretical and experimental studies showed that the optimal thickness of an amorphous interlayer separating nanocrystallites is 1–3 nm. It must contain a few monolayers. The formation of a nanocomposite structure occurs via segregation of one phase at the grain boundaries of another phase. This effect hampers grain growth and promotes the formation of the nanostructure. Taken together, the small grain size (< 10 nm) and the crucial role played by grain boundaries are responsible for improved and even totally new properties of nanocomposite materials, as opposed to bulk materials composed of grains > 100 nm in size. The use of a large variety of borides, nitrides, carbides, and oxides (Fig. 1b) for the formation of nanocrystals with a ceramic, metallic, or carbonic amorphous matrix allows creating unique nanocomposite materials [64–69].

Nanostructural materials are developed based on the multilevel approach, i.e., using a multilevel strained solid model. In the framework of the synergetic methodology, a strained solid body is regarded as an open system highly nonequilibrium in local zones of stress concentrators undergoing local nonequilibrium structural transformations under the loading effects. These changes occur at different scale levels and differ in character, energy, rate, and bulk extension. Their self-organization under the given loading boundary conditions governs the formation of dissipative structures.

From the physical standpoint, transition to a nanostate is related to the manifestation of dimensional effects in its physico-mechanical properties [1, 4–6]. Experimental and theoretical studies on small particle thermodynamics give
evidence that the particle size is an active variable influencing, together with other thermodynamic parameters, the state of the system and its reactivity. H Gleiter [70] defined the dimensional effect as the behavior of a material in which the size of the building blocks of the microstructure coincides with a certain critical length characterizing this phenomenon (the electron and phonon mean free paths, the size of magnetic domains, the critical radius of the dislocation loop, etc.). The size dependence allows nanomaterials to be classified in terms of the geometric shape and dimension of constituent structural elements. Based on their size, nanomaterials are divided into the following main types: cluster materials, fibrous materials, films and multilayer structures, and bulk polycrystalline materials composed of nanoscale grains in all three directions [1]. A special class of nanostructures is distinguished, so-called nanocomposites having a heterogeneous structure formed by practically noninteracting phases with the mean linear dimensions of the structural elements below 100 nm [4, 6].

An analysis of the available experimental data shows that the properties of nanomaterials depend not only on the size of structural elements but also on their environment, including the structural and phase state of interfaces (grain boundaries) [4].

The nature of interfaces, especially in nanomaterials, remains to be elucidated [15]. The simplest nanocrystalline material consisting of identical atoms contains two components with differed structures: grains of regular but various structures 5–20 nm in size (crystallites), and intercrystallite interfaces measuring up to 1.0 nm. As a rule, such structural elements are an amorphous matrix and nanocrystalline phase inclusions (Fig. 1b).

Structural dimensional effects manifest themselves as variation of interatomic distances and rearrangement of the crystal structure up to the transition into the amorphous state. Chemical dimensional effects result in a change in the phase composition and reactivity of matter, which means that nanoparticles can be involved in reactions that fail to occur in the presence of substances in the compact state.

Most polycrystalline materials become harder and have their elastic limit enhanced as the mean size of crystallites decreases (the Hall–Petch law): in this way, mechanical dimensional effects manifest themselves. Certain physical dimensional effects are especially striking, e.g., reduced melting temperature of nanomaterials compared with bulk materials due to increased surface energy or a sharp change in electrophysical and magnetic properties.

A specific feature of nanomaterials is the enlargement of the volume fraction of interfaces with decreasing grain or crystallite size. They have nonequilibrium grain boundaries due to the high density of boundary defects. Such a departure from equilibrium is associated with an excess boundary energy and long-range elastic stress. Grain boundaries have a crystallographically regular structure, while grain boundary dislocations and their complexes serve as sources of elastic fields. Departure from equilibrium of grain boundaries results in high stresses and distortions in the crystal lattice, changes in interatomic distances and atom displacements up to the loss of long-range order. Despite a large number of experimental studies, the structure and properties of the intercristallite layer remain unclear. Most authors maintain that its density differs from that of a crystal grain. Advocates of the amorphous grain-boundary cement hypothesis argue that the interlayers must have a lower density than the grains.

The size dependence of the activity of the particles involved in the reaction may be related to a change in their properties during interaction with an adsorbed reactant, correlation between the geometric structure and the structure of the electron shell, and to the symmetry of boundary orbitals of a metal particle with respect to adsorbed molecule orbitals.

The concept of multilayer architecture of coatings appears to be the most promising among the currently considered principles providing the basis for the creation of coatings for different purposes, because such structures meet a variety of requirements, even conflicting ones. It is proposed to use multicomponent compositions to ensure simultaneous nucleation of the islets of mutually insoluble or poorly soluble phases limiting the growth of nucleation centers. Plastic phases must be present in the coating composition to support relaxation of internal stresses and suppression of incipient crack growth. The multilayer organization makes it possible to develop coatings including both metastable and multicomponent materials in a single geometric body and thereby combine opposite concepts of individual layers in a multilayer coating (Fig. 2).

In accordance with the proposed principles of designing coatings, the method for predicting their composition consists in the choice of elements that guarantee the multiphase character of coatings under conditions of their synthesis, generation of phases with identical volume content (and, consequently, minimal difference between the probabilities of islet formation), and possibility of relaxation of stress concentrators at the boundaries of their conjugation. Each layer of a multilayer composite coating may have either a monolayer (microstructuring) or multilayer (nanostructuring) organization. At present, the development of up-to-date composite and multilayer types of coatings is based on the following main concepts:

- strengthening solid solutions,
- layers graded by bond types,
- metastable systems with a homogeneous metalloid structure,
- nanostructured multiphase layers,
- supermultilayer coatings with layers of nanometer-sized thicknesses.

The layered architecture of nanocoatings permits stabilizing (fixing) the given texture of each layer and creating materials for new types of coatings. The nanocostructured multilayer coatings can be categorized into the following groups:

- standard wear-resistant coatings having a multilayer organization from materials with similar structures and chemical bonds.

![Figure 2. Models of the formation of nanocomposite multielement coatings. Microstructure self-organization at the stage of nucleation of mutually insoluble phases (from Ref. [1]).](image-url)
multilayer coatings from materials with significantly different structures and chemical bonds,
multilayer coatings having layers with internal intermediate boundary sublayers of nanometer-sized thicknesses.
Multilayer coatings with nanolayers can be exploited to activate various energy absorption processes that may result, given the optimal coating architecture and structure, in the enhancement of their viscosity and strength with only an insignificant reduction in hardness (conforming, a balanced hardness-to-viscosity ratio).

In recent decades, the development and improvement of so-called 'intelligent (smart)’ materials and systems have constituted one of the most promising areas of tribological materials research. The special feature of such materials lies in their ability to exhibit adaptive structural properties during operation.

Figure 3 presents schematically the structure of nanocomposite coatings with a ‘chameleon’ tribologically adaptive surface.

The temperature-specific adaptive behavior of the chameleon surface includes a complicated chemical, physical, and structural evolution of contact surfaces with a tendency toward self-adjustment for the creation of conditions with low friction and wear coefficients and the enhancement of adaptive capability. The following main strategies have been applied in the last several years [63]:
— lubricant diffusion into a temperature-activated metal surface,
— formation of lubricious oxide phases activated by environmental temperature,
— temperature- and strain-induced evolution of structures.

2.1 Basic physical principle underlying the formation of a nanostructural state
Basic structure refinement patterns are described in the literature in terms of the defect-deformation theory. In the fields of external impacts of any nature, solids undergo local breaking of translational invariance of the crystal structure manifested as various defects, such as vacancies and interstitial atoms, atomic-vacancy nanoclusters of different configurations, dislocations, disclinations, twins, meso- and macrostripes of localized strain, and cracks. All these defects but point ones originate from local structural or structural-phase transformations in hydrostatic tension zones of different scales [71]. After a thermal equilibrium is established, point defects (e.g., vacancies or nodes of the crystal lattice unoccupied by atoms) become the main defects in a material, with the maximum concentration of vacancies amounting to \(10^{-4} - 10^{-5}\). Linear (dislocation type) defects play an important role in the formation of the real crystalline structure of a material, because they cause characteristic displacements from the nodes of an ideal crystal lattice, and its elastic distortions strongly affect the properties of the crystal and the material at large.

It was shown in Ref. [72] that nanostructural state regions in a strongly nonequilibrium solid body can exist only amidst quasimorphic interlayers with a positive Gibbs thermodynamic potential:

\[
F(v) = U - TS + pv - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu_i c_i ,
\]

where \(U\) is the internal energy, \(T\) is the temperature, \(S\) is the entropy, \(p\) is the pressure, \(v\) is the molar volume, and \(\mu_i\) is the chemical potential of the \(i\)th element with concentration \(c_i\).

Because regions where defects accumulate are formed in local hydrostatic tension zones, the molar volume \(v\) serves as an independent argument when the Gibbs potential alters. Nonequilibrium thermodynamics allow considering the structure of a deformable solid body to be a system of mesosubstructures of different scales. The formation of metastable meso-substructures at different scale levels in a crystal gives rise to local periodic minima in the curve describing the dependence of the Gibbs thermodynamic potential \(F\) on the molar volume \(v\) (Fig. 4) [72].

In a crystal residing in the equilibrium state, the Gibbs thermodynamic potential \(F(v_0)\) at \(v = v_0\) has a minimal value. Any change in \(v\) in the external field is accompanied by a rise in the internal energy \(U\) and, therefore, in \(F(v)\). The appearance of local minima in the ascending branch of the \(F(v, z)\) curve is related to entropy production and redistribution of doping elements between the initial crystal and the defective phase due to the difference between the chemical
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**Figure 3.** Schematic conceptual design of nanocomposite coatings with a ‘chameleon’ tribologically adaptive surface; DLC — diamond-like carbon films (from Refs [56, 59]).

---

**Figure 4.** Gibbs thermodynamic potential \(F\) plotted versus molar volume \(v\) and taking account of local hydrostatic tension zones of different scales in which defective structures arise: \(A\) — hydrostatic compression, \(B\) — meso-substructures at different structural scale levels, \(B_1\) — nano-scale structures, \(C\) — nano-scale states, \(D\) — porosity and failure, \(v_{cr}\) — critical molar volume of the local hydrostatic compression zone (from Ref. [72]).
potentials $\mu_i$ of each $i$th component (here, $\alpha$ is the macroscopic phenomenological constant).

According to Ref. [72], the entropy production $\sigma_S$ is described by the relationship

$$\sigma_S = \frac{\chi (\nabla T)^2}{2} + \rho \frac{\sigma_k}{T} - \frac{\rho}{T^2} \left( \langle \sigma \rangle, V T \right), \quad (2)$$

where $\chi$ is the thermal conductivity, $\rho$ is the material density, $\sigma$ is the molar volume proportional to the defect flux density, and $\sigma_k$ is the hydrostatic tension in the zone where the defective phase is formed.

Pre-transition two-phase nanostructural states (see Fig. 4) arise near the zero Gibbs thermodynamic potential when the molar volume in a crystal strongly departs from equilibrium and falls in the molar volume in a crystal strongly departs from equilibrium phase is formed.

The thermodynamic potential to zero and the appearance of pre-transition quasiamorphic states responsible for the well-known anomalous behavior of parameters of the Hall–Petch equation, when the grain size is $< 30$ nm. Such a structure exhibits high strength, wear resistance, and relaxation capability in response to external high-energy impacts. The appearance of the amorphous phase in a nanostructured film is, as a rule, accompanied by structural changes, such as transition from the columnar structure (an assembly of inter-related columns) to the composite structure in which nanocrystals of one or several phases are separated by thin amorphous interlayers. In this case, the amorphous component most closely conforms with the surface of nanocrystallites and secures good adhesion which promotes a significant increase of strength, while the excellent mechanical properties of the composite are due to a small size of the second phase combined with the high strength of intergran boundary regions.

The synergetic approach [73–75] makes it possible to present the thermodynamics and kinetics of self-organizing systems in the framework of a single paradigm. A major obstacle to combining synergetic and thermodynamic approaches is that the former implies that self-organization must decrease entropy as a measure of disorder, while the latter suggests that entropy must either increase or remain constant. This controversy is settled by taking into account that the self-organization process proceeds in an open (nonequilibrium) subsystem representing part of a closed system obeying the second law of thermodynamics. However, phase transitions demonstrate that thermodynamic transformations realized via self-organization are not necessarily reduced to ordering, i.e., a reduction in entropy (even in the broad sense of the word). On the other hand, the assumption of entropy reduction due to the open character of the subsystem does not clarify the self-organization mechanism.

As far as the process of kinetic self-organization is concerned, the strengthening of external action results in a decrease in stationary entropy, implying the onset of ordering. Self-organization leads to a metastable state corresponding to the minimum of synergetic potential (Fig. 5) in which the system may remain arbitrarily long till it experiences an external impact. A characteristic feature of the synergetic state is that it is stationary but not equilibrium one.

![Figure 5. Synergetic potential versus order parameter for a second-order phase transition at different $U_e$ values (from Ref. [76]).](image)

Thus, it can be argued that two self-organization regimes are feasible, depending on conservation conditions. The thermodynamic regime is characterized by a spontaneous value of the internal parameter reduced to the density of the conserved quantity during transition to the closed system. The kinetic regime takes place in the absence of density conservation even for a closed system, when self-organization results in a spontaneous flux conjugate to this density. The former regime represents phase transition kinetics with a non-conserved order parameter. For the latter regime, the physical nature of the stationary kinetic state in which the flux retains a finite value remains unclear. This regime is usually considered based on the simplest Lorentz scheme. Such an approach leads to the standard relationships of thermodynamics and physical kinetics [74].

In the framework of the above representation, the self-organization process is parametrized by the following quantities: the internal parameter representing conserved density during transition to a closed subsystem; the conjugate field reduced to the gradient of the respective flux, and the governing parameter whose value is conditioned by an external impact and determines the state of the system [76].

In light of the adiabatic approximation, the above consideration indicates that the dissipative dynamics of a self-organizing system can be described by the Lorentz model in which variation of molar volume $v(t)$ plays the role of internal parameter $S$ reduced to entropy and representing the field conjugate to the internal parameter, while the internal energy $U$ is the governing parameter.

Suppose that the process of self-organization in such systems is represented by the Lorentz system of equations

$$\dot{v} = -\frac{v}{\tau_v} + a_v S,$$

$$\dot{S} = -\frac{S}{\tau_S} + a_S v U,$$

$$\dot{U} = \frac{U_e - U}{\tau_U} - a_U v S. \quad (3)$$

The Lorentz system is a set of three differential equations that express the rates $\dot{v}, \dot{S}, \dot{U}$ of changes to $v, S, U$ through their values. A characteristic feature of these expressions is that they all contain dissipative terms inversely proportional to respective relaxation times $\tau_v, \tau_S, \tau_U$. In system (3), $a_v, a_S, a_U$
are positive coupling constants, and $U_\text{c}$ is the external impact parameter. For the purpose of studying the thermodynamics of phase transitions, the adiabatic approximation is usually assumed, which implies that the conjugate field $S(\tau)$ and the governing parameter $U(\tau)$ change in the course of their evolution so quickly that they keep pace with slow variations of the order parameter $v(\tau)$ [76]. The evolution of the system is described by the Landau–Khalatnikov equation, in which the synergetic potential $V$ plays the role of free energy (see Fig. 5):

$$V = \frac{v^2}{2} \left\{ 1 - \frac{U_\text{c}}{U_\text{c}} \left( \frac{v}{v_{\text{max}}} \right)^2 \ln \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{v}{v_{\text{max}}} \right)^2 \right] \right\},$$

where $U_\text{c} \equiv (x_\text{i}x_\text{s})^{-1}$ stands for the critical value.

The synergetic approach is based on the fact that positive feedback loop linking another pair of parameters ($v(\tau)$, $U(\tau)$) and $S(\tau)$ leads to self-organization of the system representing the phase transition. The negative feedback loop linking the order parameter and the conjugate field, reflecting Le Chatelier’s principle, lowers the stationary value of the governing parameter compared with its value fixed by the external impact. As a result, the synergetic approach reduces to the phenomenological scheme of phase transition.

Specific kinetic features of the phase transition deduced from model considerations [77] are easy to explain in terms of the synergetic approach by de-emphasizing the co-subordination principle on the assumption that the longest relaxation time is inherent in two, rather than one, hydrodynamic degrees of freedom. In this case, the phase transition is represented by a system of two differential equations, and the problem reduces to the analysis of possible scenarios of second- and first-order transformations. An important advantage of the synergetic approach is the possibility of taking into account the effect of the generalized Le Chatelier’s principle, irrespective of narrow model considerations.

The authors of Refs [77–79] have assumed the existence of parameter $x_\text{z}$ characterizing the degree of departure of a system from equilibrium. In nanostructured coatings, this parameter stands for the size of nanostructural components and is related to the density of crystal structure imperfections inside a coating layer, the number of which increases with decreasing the size of the nanocrystals. Due to this, smaller nanocrystals have higher values of parameter $x$ [77]. Entropy production in this case is defined as

$$\sum X_k J_k = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial J}{\partial \alpha} \right)^2 (\delta \alpha)^2,$$

where $X_k$ is the driving force, $J_k$ is the flow rate, and $L$ is the phenomenological or kinetic coefficients (any functions of the parameters of state, e.g., temperature, pressure, composition, etc.).

Equation (5) is a quadratic equation in which coefficient $L$ is unrelated to parameter $x_z$ in agreement with the conclusion reached by Gershman and Bush [87], who suggested that coefficients $L$ may depend on $x_z$ as a result, the expression for excess entropy production takes the form

$$\sum \delta X_k \delta J_k = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial J}{\partial \alpha} \right)^2 - \frac{J}{L^2} \frac{\partial L}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial J}{\partial \alpha} (\delta \alpha)^2.$$

The excess entropy production in Eqn (6) can be negative if $J/L^2(\partial L/\partial \alpha)(\partial J/\partial \alpha)$ is positive. To satisfy this condition, the derivatives $\partial J/\partial \alpha$ and $\partial L/\partial \alpha$ must have identical signs, either positive or negative.

Generalizing for a system with three independent nonlinear interrelated processes (three dissipation channels) the expression for excess entropy production:

$$\sum \delta X_k \delta J_k = \left[ \frac{\partial X_k}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial L_1}{\partial \alpha} X_1 + L_1 \frac{\partial X_1}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial L_1}{\partial \alpha} X_2 + \frac{\partial X_1}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial L_2}{\partial \alpha} X_2 + L_2 \frac{\partial X_2}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial L_2}{\partial \alpha} X_2 + \frac{\partial X_2}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial L_3}{\partial \alpha} X_3 + L_3 \frac{\partial X_3}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial L_3}{\partial \alpha} X_3 \right] (\delta \alpha)^2.$$

In the case of a system of $n$ nonlinear processes, $2n^2 - n$ emerging stability conditions cannot be negative.

The probability of a loss of thermodynamic stability is given by the expression

$$\frac{2n^2 - n}{2n^2} = 1 - \frac{1}{2n}.$$

It follows from Eqn (6) that the probability of the loss of thermodynamic stability increases with the number of interrelated processes. This means that the probability of self-organization increases (a rise in the number of interrelated processes inside the system results in a higher number of interactions between these processes).

2.2 Adaptive behavior of nanocomposite coatings under friction

The thermodynamic aspects of the state of the surface layer of nanocomposite multicomponent coatings are of great theoretical and practical interest [80–89]. A variety of processes take place simultaneously on rubbing surfaces and in adjoining layers, the major ones being heat and matter fluxes, physicochemical interaction of the surfaces between themselves and with the environment, deformation, and structural and phase transformations in rubbing bodies, etc. As a rule, these processes are related to gradients of intense quantities originating from friction, such as temperature, chemical potential, and stress.

Other friction-associated processes proceed at temperatures rising due to frictional heating. These are largely phase transitions and chemical reactions operating at a given temperature in accordance with equilibrium diagrams of state. Heating may initiate processes driving the system into an equilibrium state if the structure of the material is initially nonequilibrium. Under such conditions, heating may induce relaxation processes with friction-independent driving forces. Chaotically directed flows are formed not only in friction zones but also in the adjacent layers. Therefore, the total entropy production in the system will be the sum of friction-produced entropy and the entropy of the corresponding fluxes [78].

The authors of Refs [78, 90–92] have formulated the principle of secondary dissipative heterogeneity, saying that
the friction process facilitates structural adaptation of the contacting materials, resulting in the localization of all interactions within a thin-film object (a secondary structure, SS). According to this principle, an SS is needed to scatter energy as it passes from the friction zone into the rubbing bodies, and the energy scattering must occur at the minimal rate of entropy increment. Secondary structures perform protective functions by restricting the incidence of interactions inside the rubbing bodies and reducing the intensity of the interactions. Therefore, their appearance is consistent with Le Chatelier's principle [72].

It was shown in Refs [78, 90–92] that a change in entropy (dS) of a rubbing body under friction is the sum of several constituents:

$$dS = dS_i + dS_c + dS_m + dS_t - dS_w,$$

(8)

where dS is the change in entropy without regard for transformations in surface layers (an increase in entropy by virtue of processes proceeding inside the system), dS is the entropy flux without regard for mass transfer, dS is the change in entropy at the expense of the intrinsic entropy of substances from the medium, dS is the change in entropy due to interaction in the surface layer, and dS is the change in entropy caused by wear, i.e., the removal of matter.

In the stationary state from expression (8), the rate of entropy change can be presented by the formula

$$\frac{dS}{dt} = \frac{dS_i}{dt} + \frac{dS_c}{dt} + \frac{dS_m}{dt} + \frac{dS_t}{dt} - \frac{dS_w}{dt},$$

(9)

where dS/dt is entropy production, dS/dt is entropy flux, dS/dt is the rate of entropy change at the expense of the intrinsic entropy of substances from the medium, dS/dt is the rate of entropy change due to interactions in the surface layers, and dS/dt is the rate of entropy change caused by wear. In the case of cutting surfaces, equation (9) can be modified as follows:

$$\frac{dS_w}{dt} = \frac{dS_i}{dt} + \frac{dS_c}{dt} + \frac{dS_m}{dt} + \frac{dS_t}{dt} - \frac{dS_w}{dt}.$$  

The ‘--’ sign indicates that wear products leave the body with their own entropy.

Quantity dS/dt characterizes wear product entropy. Entropy being an additive quantity, it can be argued that the smaller dS/dt, the lower the wear intensity. This means that a reduction in entropy production decreases wear intensity. Unspontaneous surface processes dS/dt < 0 can (all other things being equal) reduce wear intensity.

A change in the entropy of matter flux in secondary structures is defined in paper [77] as

$$\frac{dS_m}{dt} = J_m X_m,$$

(10)

where J is the flux of matter, X is the thermodynamic force initiating the matter flux, and X = (grad C)/T (C is the concentration of substance). According to the Fick law, the expression for matter transfer assumes the form J = m - D grad C (D is the diffusion coefficient).

A change in the production of heat flux entropy is expressed as

$$\frac{dS_h}{dt} = J_q X_q,$$

(11)

where J is the heat flux, and X = (grad T)/T is the thermodynamic force initiating heat flux (T is temperature) in accordance with the Biot–Fourier law of heat conduction: J = -Î± grad T (Î± is heat conductivity). It is assumed that only part (X) of mechanical friction energy is dissipated into the heat flux.

A change in the entropy of the flow of physico-chemical transformations in secondary structures with time is defined as [77]

$$\frac{dS}{dt} = J_{ch} X_{ch},$$

(12)

where J is the rate of chemical reactions, and X is the thermodynamic force initiating chemical reactions: X = A/T (A is chemical affinity).

SS entropy production in the system of interest (disregarding the relationship among the fluxes) is given by

$$\frac{dS}{dt} = \frac{(f_m p v X)^2}{2 T} + f_m p v Y m,$$

(13)

where f is the coefficient of friction, p is the specific normal load, v is the sliding velocity, X is that part of the mechanical friction energy dissipated into heat, Y is that part of the total entropy production under friction spent to form a matter flux, and m is the flux of matter.

In accordance with the Prigogine universal criterion [89], part of the change in thermodynamic forces during the evolution of a thermodynamic system should be negative. It cannot be stated unambiguously what sign that part of the change in entropy production related to the change in thermodynamic fluxes will have. It is known, however, that if the entropy production of the system decreases with changing thermodynamic fluxes and forces, it falls to a minimum in a steady state and remains unaltered thereafter. It is assumed based on this theorem that entropy production in a tribological system in the steady state can remain constant within a certain range of friction parameter variations. The tribological system acquires such stability only after the loss of thermodynamic stability and formation of dissipative structures.

Unspontaneous processes are sustainable if dissipative structures are formed during self-organization. Self-organization (adaptation) may begin after the system has passed through instability [87, 88].

The notion of entropy production rate is not crucial for the evolution of dynamic systems of nanocomposite multicomponent protective coatings described by kinetic schemes with the determinate behavior in time, in contrast to near-equilibrium systems. Indeed, the trajectories of evolution of such systems are strictly determinate and final states in the course of such evolution are usually impossible to predict by comparing statistical ordering of the initial and final states. Both the possibilities and means of achieving one final state or another depend on the starting conditions and a concrete set of differential equations describing the kinetics of transformations.

Nanocomposite multicomponent protective coatings perform two functions. First, they facilitate further accumulation and dissipation of energy, thus reducing surface damages and their propagation in the form of cracks and thereby decreasing the wear rate. Second, they maintain stable regeneration of tribological films inserted into the surface of the main coating. One of the most efficient methods for implementing these two functions is the application of coatings with a multilayer nanostructure, capable of effective...
acquisition and dissipation of thermomechanical energy delivered to the friction surface. As was mentioned in a preceding paragraph, this purpose can be achieved in multilayer coatings composed of alternating layers differing and modulated chemical compositions.

Poor performance indicators of binary nitride coatings (TiN, ZrN, HfN, etc.) prompted the idea of doping binary compositions with additional elements (Al, Cr, Si, B, etc.) to improve their characteristics. As a result, a variety of hard nanocomposite coatings with improved properties have been created [9–31]. Most recent achievements in instrumental materials engineering have the potential to reducing friction in the cutting zone and energy consumption during processing operations, along with a simultaneous extension of the lifespan of the coated tools. The development of adaptive instrumental coatings for manufacturing high-temperature lubricious (often also referred to as Magnéli phases) vanadium, molybdenum, and other metal oxides [28, 29] is a priority field of tool coating research.

3. Extensive studies of tribotechnical coatings

The ever-increasing demands of the aerospace, aviation, atomic, machine-building and other industries for high-quality, functionally flexible, and environmentally friendly materials necessitate special attention to the choice of constituent elements and means of control (modification) of the structural-phase state. Successful application of such processes as thermal-chemical treatment, nitriding, and carbonitriding makes possible manufacturing products with high performance and longer lifetimes. Of primary importance is the creation and improvement of tribological characteristics of new materials to be used under extreme conditions, such as ionizing radiation, high temperatures (up to 1000 °C), wear under cyclic contact, and deep vacuum.

Materials with low friction coefficients and wear rate in a wide temperature range can be divided into five classes: (1) diamond-like carbon films (so-called DLC coatings), (2) metal nitrides (TiN, CrN), (3) transition metal- and dichalcogenide (MoS2, WS2)-based materials, (4) polymers, and (5) soft metals (silver, copper, gold). Disadvantages of the above ceramic and metal-ceramic composite materials include poor lubricating properties at room temperature responsible for undesirable heating at contact sites and restricting the scope of their applications. To recall, there are still no coatings with stable friction characteristics in a broad temperature range (up to 1000 °C).

One of the most successful approaches to the solution to this problem is the development of nanocomposite coatings differing in internal structural hierarchy based on transition metal nitrides, oxides, and other derivatives. As a review of the literature showed, coatings formed of composite materials consisting of several constituents possess a combination of desired antifriction properties, for example, oxides can be utilized to increase heat resistance, and transition metal nitrides are instrumental in the improvement of mechanical properties, whereas doping with silver, carbon, or molybdenum lowers friction coefficients in a range of moderate and low temperatures, thereby promoting the adaptive behavior of protective coatings.

3.1 Coatings with the adaptive friction mechanism

Numerous current publications deal with tribological and wear characteristics of coatings with reference to processes in the contact region. The most promising are materials capable of changing their properties depending on operational conditions (so-called adaptive coatings or ‘chameleons’). An improvement in their antifriction characteristics can be achieved by combining hard and wear-resistant materials with antifriction components. One of the first coatings of this type is the WC/DLC/WS2 composite [49] based on a hydrogen-free diamond-like carbon (DLC) film showing high operational properties depending on the manufacturing conditions (hardness of 50–60 GPa, modulus of elasticity of 400000 GPa, friction coefficient of 0.01 in air [92–95]). A disadvantage of such materials is that their antifriction characteristics deteriorate at elevated temperatures (350–400 °C) largely due to transition from sp3 interatomic bonds to sp2 ones.

The author of Ref. [96] proposed building up WC/DLC/WS2 coatings with an antifriction component based on a WS2 material widely used in the aerospace industry and having a low friction coefficient (0.02–0.04) in a vacuum, inert gases, and dry air up to 1500 °C. The lubricating effect of the transition metal dichalcogenides (WS2, MoS2, NbSe2, etc.) is primarily due to the layer-by-layer arrangement of metal and chalcogenide atoms, as well as to the weak van der Waals bonding between the planes [97, 98]. The efficiency of exploiting such materials sharply decreases in moist air, where their friction coefficient rises abruptly (up to 0.15) owing to the formation of metal oxides with abrasive properties on the surface. The additional doping of a WS2-based coating with carbon and noble metals is known to produce a beneficial effect on its tribological properties, attributable to the expansion of interplanar spacing and weakening of van der Waals bonds that facilitate sliding and inhibits oxidation by interfering with oxygen diffusion from the surface.

Investigations into the tribological characteristics of WC/DLC/WS2 coatings have revealed variations of the friction coefficient from 0.1 to 0.007 depending on testing conditions (0.1 in a moist atmosphere, 0.03 in a vacuum, 0.007 in dry nitrogen). At an elevated temperature (300 °C), the coating adapted itself much worse to the environmental conditions probably due to the high chemical activity of tungsten chalcogenide (WS2) in moist air [96].

Considerable interest has recently been shown in materials in the form of multiphase structures, such as solid lubricants (Au or Ag) dispersed in a hard matrix (transition metal nitrides), owing to their markedly reduced friction coefficient and wear rate in a wide temperature range. By way of example, Al/Au [99], Mo2N/Ag [100, 101], TiN/Ag [102], NbN/Ag [6, 90], TaN/Ag [103], CrN/Ag [104, 105], ZrN/Ag [106], VN/Ag [107], and CrAIN/Ag [108] compositions were synthesized and investigated. Binary compounds exemplified by nitride-transition metal complexes are known to make up poor antifriction coatings due to a relatively low oxidation temperature and high friction coefficients equaling 0.9 for TaN, 0.35 for Mo2N, 0.17 for TiN, 0.16 for CrN, 0.19 for ZrN, 0.8 for VN, 0.89 for NbN, and 0.37 for CrAIN. An analysis of the literature showed that doping with soft metals ensures low shear stress in the contact region under friction loading, which improves the friction coefficient [109].

The authors of Ref. [110] studied CrN/Ag, ZrN/Ag, TiN/Ag, and TiN/Cu coatings obtained by magnetron sputtering. Electron (SEM) micrographs of CrN/Ag cross sections presented in Figs 6a, b show that silver or copper doping leads to compaction of the structure. Silver particles
from 25 to 50 nm in size were also found in transition metal nitride matrices. Results of studies on mechanical and tribological properties of coatings are presented in Figs 6c, d. Silver and copper doping was shown to markedly reduce the hardness of the coatings from 28–18 to 19–9 GPa, depending on the metal making up the substrate; simultaneously, the friction coefficient decreases, especially for ZrN/Ag (to 0.11 at a silver concentration of 29.3 at.%).

Studies of antifrictional properties of NbN/Ag coating a various temperatures are reported in Ref. [60]. An X-ray phase analysis has demonstrated that this coating has a nanocomposite structure formed by Ag grains in the NbN matrix. A rise in temperature decreases the friction coefficient for a pure nitride from 0.89 at 25°C to 0.7 and 0.53 at 350 and 750°C, respectively. The friction coefficient for NbN/Ag changed from 0.35 to 0.3 and 0.27 at 25, 350, and 750°C, respectively. Structural-phase studies in the low-temperature interval after wear testing (Fig. 7) revealed the migration of silver nanoparticles toward the surface accompanied by a reduction in the friction coefficient. A rise in temperature activated oxidation giving rise to the formation of metal oxide (AgNbO₃ or silver niobate). At 750°C, the peak in position of 240 cm⁻¹ corresponded to Nb₂O₅ oxide; its intensity decreased as the number of wear test cycles increased. Thus, the adaptive behavior of the NbN/Ag coating is due to Ag diffusion toward the coating surface with subsequent oxidation and formation of lubricious silver niobate.

Similar results were obtained in TaN/Ag and VN/Ag studies [103, 107]. According to X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) data [103], TaN/Ag coatings containing approximately 20 at.% Ag had a nanocomposite structure consisting of cubic Ag grains and the TaN matrix. Changes in temperature from 25 to 750°C not only reduced the friction coefficient from 0.39 to 0.23 for TaN/Ag but also produced peaks in the Raman spectrum corresponding to the presence of AgTaO₃ and Ta₂O₅ oxides [103]. A change in temperature improved the tribological properties of VN/Ag (the friction coefficient at 42 at.% Ag was 0.37, 0.30, 0.12, and 0.20 at 25, 350, 700, and 1000°C, respectively. In this case, adapting VN/Ag and TaN/Ag to the friction process at high temperatures was achieved owing to the formation of lubricious silver vanadate and tantalite, respectively.

Of special interest is study [108] reporting the dependence of friction coefficients at room temperature on a silver concentration in CrAlN/Ag coatings. Transmission electron micrographs (TEMs) of their cross sections (Fig. 8a) show 4–8 nm Ag nanograins (dark areas) surrounded by a CrAlN matrix (light areas). It was revealed that the friction coefficient decreased to 0.23 at a doping concentration of silver equal to 9 at.%. Its further rise resulted in a marked deterioration of antifriction characteristics; Basnyat et al. [108] ascribed this change to structural-phase transformations of the surface. For example, inclusion of silver in the coating caused reorientation of the mixture from (111)+(200) to (111) (see Ref. [108]). The optimal silver concentration amounted to 28 at.% for CrN/Ag, 10.8 at.% for TiN/Ag, 25.9 at.% for ZrN/Ag, 21 at.% for CrN/Ag, and 24 at.% for TaN/Ag. A deviation of Ag concentration in CrAlN/Ag from the optimal value was accompanied by a change in its nanostructure and resulting deterioration of hardness and the elastic modulus. This and the absence of conditions for the formation of lubricating Ag-phases worsened the antifriction characteristics of the coating.

The authors of Ref. [111] designed a tribological product in the form of an adaptive YSZ–Ag–Mo coating in which Ag

---

**Figure 6.** Microphotographs of fracture zones: (a) CrN, (b) CrN/10.2 at.% Ag. Hardness (c) and mean friction coefficient (d) of CrN/Ag, ZrN/Ag, TiN/Ag, and TiN/Cu nanocomposite coatings (from Ref. [110]).
Crystal grains <20 nm in size were inserted into the nanocrystalline/amorphous zirconium dioxide matrix partly stabilized by yttrium oxide (yttria-stabilized zirconia — YSZ) (Fig. 9a). It was shown in Ref. [112] that a rise in Ag content up to 24 at.% allowed the friction coefficient to be reduced from 0.8 to even 0.24; however, the lifespan of the resultant coating did not exceed 4500 cycles (Fig. 9d).

According to Ref. [112], one of the causes behind the relatively short lifespan of the coating can be the diffusion of metal atoms toward the surface. A rise in temperature to >300 °C activated the diffusion of metals from heavily strained sites in the YSZ matrix to the surface. As a result, atoms of the noble metal became distributed over the entire surface and thereby depleted it of lubricious phases. The addition of 24 at.% Ag improved the friction properties of YSZ both at low and moderate temperatures, while the formation of MoO3 at 700 °C decreased the friction coefficient. Such a hierarchical structure of the nanocomposite promoted its adaptation within a rather wide range of temperatures from their room values to 700 °C, while the

Figure 7. Raman scattering spectra of the NbN/Ag coating at: (a) 25 °C, (b) 500 °C, (c) 600 °C, and (d) 750 °C, and during a wear test after 500 (e) and 10,000 (f) cycles (from Ref. [60]).

Figure 8. (a) TEM image of CrAlN/Ag cross section (Ag concentration ~ 9 at.%). (b) CrAlN/Ag friction coefficient at various silver concentrations (from Ref. [108]).
lifespan of the coating was determined by the amounts of elements responsible for the emergence of lubricious phases at different stages of operation.

It is well known that transition metal nitrides serve as efficient diffusion barriers for noble metals [113, 114]. Thus, the authors of Ref. [58] prolonged the lifespan of a YSZ–Ag–Mo composite using an amorphous-crystalline TiN/YSZ–Ag–Mo coating with a TiN diffusion barrier introduced into the YSZ—Ag–Mo bulk to control silver diffusion (Fig. 9b).

Figure 9d illustrates the frictional behavior of the coating at 500°C. Evidently, the YSZ–Ag–Mo coating became completely destroyed after 4500 cycles, as confirmed by the abrupt rise in the friction coefficient from 0.4 to 0.8. The friction coefficient of a multilayer TiN/YSZ–Ag–Mo coating remained equal to 0.4 throughout 25,000 cycles. The authors believe a reduction in the friction coefficient can be attributed to the diffusion of Ag atoms from the lower YSZ–Ag–Mo layer to the protective TiN layer, whereas Ag grains in the upper YSZ–Ag–Mo layer were uniformly distributed over the entire coating.

The lifetime of a nanocomposite YSZ–Ag–Mo coating was even more prolonged after applying the TiN surface porous mask [112]. This approach made it possible to confine the transfer of lubricating silver into a coating surface and thereby to reduce the rate of its depletion at high temperatures. As a result of coating heating up 500°C, the formation of dome-like silver islets of 10–50μm in size takes place on the YSZ–Ag–Mo nanocomposite surface in TiN pores [112], which allowed increasing the operation time of the coating up to 50,000 cycles, with the coefficient of friction maintained at a level of ~ 0.4.

One of the concepts on which the development of tribological products is based gives priority to multilayer (multiphase) coatings containing hard and antifriction layers exemplified by Mo2N=MoS2=Ag [115]. According to Ref. [115], such a design makes it possible to realize various adaptive mechanisms, depending on the working temperature. For example, MoS2 functions as a self-lubricant at relatively low temperatures (300°C) by virtue primarily of its layered structure. In a temperature range from 300 to 500°C, friction decreases due to silver atom diffusion toward the surface of a product. At a temperature of 500°C, lubricating compounds form in MoS2=Ag interactions followed by AgMoSx synthesis. A further increase in temperature promotes oxidation to AgMoOy type composites as a result of oxygen substitution for silver atoms.

An evaluation of the structural-phase state of the Mo2N/MoS2/Ag coating revealed three phases, viz. Ag, MoS2, and β-Mo2N. Results of elemental analyses and investigations of tribological characteristics of this coating are presented in the table. The friction coefficient was measured using a silicon nitride counterbody at room temperature, 350°C, and 600°C. It was shown that a rise in temperature tended to decrease the friction coefficient from...
0.4–0.7 at room temperature to 0.3 at 350 °C. The coating adapted itself to friction conditions at 350 °C due to simultaneous formation of Ag and MoO3 agglomerations uniformly distributed over the coating surface. Elevating the temperature to 600 °C gave rise to silver molybdate phases Ag2MoO4, Ag2Mo2O7, and Ag2Mo4O13, which improved the friction characteristics of the coating (a friction coefficient of 0.1 during 300,000 test cycles). As is known, the low friction coefficient of the above phases is due to the sliding of planes relative to each other, facilitated by weak interatomic Ag–O bonds.

The YSZ/Au/MoS2/DLC system provides another example of multiphase antifriction coatings [56]. Its X-ray structural analysis in Ref. [56] suggested the formation of a nanocomposite structure containing YSZ and Au nanocrystals 2–3 and 4–5 nm in size, respectively. Studies of the friction characteristics of the YSZ/Au/MoS2/DLC coating in various media revealed variations of the friction coefficient in dry nitrogen between 0.03 and 0.04, i.e., close to the values for MoS2 under similar testing conditions [116]. In addition, these values are comparable to the friction coefficient for a partly graphitized diamond-like film in the air at a relative humidity of 40% (0–0.15) [117] and for coatings with a noble metal film on the surface in the air at 500 °C under laboratory conditions (0.25–0.30) [118].

A structural study of a film of transferred counterbody material gave evidence of a transfer of hexagonal MoS2 with the formation of MoO3 oxide in dry nitrogen and of graphitelike carbon in the air at a relative humidity of 40%. To recall, the YSZ/Au/MoS2/DLC coating is a softer coating than DLC, as follows from the stability of friction characteristics throughout 70,000–80,000 versus 200,000 test cycles. It was revealed that gold agglomerates on the coating surface. Elevating the temperature to 600 °C [56, 58, 111]. Such coatings failure even after 5000–10,000 testing cycles. Therefore, according to paper [56], there are a variety of adaptive mechanisms responsible for the lubricating effect.

The magnetron sputtering technique, in combination with laser ablation, was employed in Ref. [119] to prepare multiphase Al2O3/DLC/Au/MoS2 coatings having a nanocomposite structure with < 10 nm Ag nanocrystallites included in the amorphous matrix consisting of Al2O3, DLC, and MoS2. Tribological studies of Al2O3/DLC/Au/MoS2 coatings with various chemical compositions allowed the authors of [119] to determine their optimal composition to be (Al2O3)0.47/C0.12/Au0.15/(MoS2)0.24. They showed that coatings with a high Al2O3 or C content (62 at.% and > 20 at.%), respectively, had enhanced friction coefficients and a short lifespan. A rise in the soft phase concentration (Au over 20 at.%) produced a detrimental effect on the lifespan. The studies performed have made it possible to establish that the friction coefficient of (Al2O3)0.47/C0.12/Au0.15/(MoS2)0.24 was 0.13–0.14 in moist air, 0.02–0.03 in dry nitrogen, and 0.1 in the air at 500 °C.

Ternary nitrides and carbides based on $A_{m+1}A_X$ phases (M — transition metal, A — group A element, and X — C or N) are the most interesting and promising for potential applications among adaptive coatings exposed to dry friction [120–129]. These materials, having a thermodynamically stable atomically layered hexagonal structure (a spatial $D_{6h}^1$—$P_6/mmc$ group) with extremely strong mixed metallic covalent $M–X$ bonds and relatively weak $M–A$ bonds, can exhibit a self-lubricating behavior at room and elevated temperatures. It was shown in Ref. [130] that transition from a multilayer Ti–Si–C structure to the MAX-phase of $\mathrm{Ti}_3\mathrm{SiC}_2$ after high-temperature annealing is accompanied by a change in the wear mechanism without alteration of the friction coefficient (Fig. 10).

At the initial stage of tribological tests, the wear was governed by the tribo-oxidation mechanism but thereafter switched over to the self-lubrication regime with the formation of a tribological film. The formation of $\mathrm{Ti}_3\mathrm{AlN}$ after thermal annealing of multilayer Ti–Al–N coatings markedly reduced the friction coefficient under a small loading, which is largely determined by the surface elemental composition. Nevertheless, the friction coefficient of $\mathrm{Cr}_2\mathrm{AlC}$ coatings turned out to be higher than in a multilayer Cr–Al–C coating. Wear resistance tests revealed abrasive wear with the formation of wear fragments in the coating even though MAX-phases of Cr2AlC did not undergo complete destruction after test ending. As a result, the coating consisting of MAX-phases possessed enhanced resistance to mechanical wear.

### Table. Results of elemental analyses and evaluations of friction characteristics of the MoN/MoS2/Ag system [103].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S-48-20</th>
<th>S-60-60</th>
<th>S-30-20</th>
<th>S-42-0</th>
<th>S-0-0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coating</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo, at.%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N, at.%</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S, at.%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag, at.%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friction coefficient</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room temperature</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 °C</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 °C</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wear rate, mm$^3$ N$^{-1}$ m$^{-1}$</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room temperature</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 °C</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 °C</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$9 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10. (Color online.) Statistical diagrams of friction coefficient: (a) multilayer Cr–Al–C, Ti–Al–N, Ti–Si–C coatings, and (b) coatings based on the MAX-phases of Cr2AlC, Ti2AlN, and Ti3SiC2. Variation of friction coefficient of multilayer Ti–Si–C coating (c) and of coatings based on the MAX-phases of Ti3SiC2 (d) at different loads and rates. (e, f) Respective images of wear tracks after measurement of friction coefficients [numbers correspond to the curves in figures (c) and (d)]. EDS (energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) analysis of a steel ball after testing (g, h) (from Ref. [120]).
wear. Multilayer Ti–Si–C structures and MAX-phases of Ti3SiC2 exhibited the best characteristics under testing. The friction coefficient after thermal annealing of Ti–Si–C and the formation of the MAX-phase of Ti3SiC2 changed only insignificantly (Fig. 10). For all that, the results of analyses of the wear tracks and the counterbody after testing suggested a less intense transfer of material from the MAX-phase onto the counterbody than from the multilayer coating and the formation of the wear tracks and the counterbody after testing (Fig. 10e, f).

Tribological tests of epitaxial Ti3SiC2(0001) coatings on Al2O3(0001) substrates [131] have demonstrated a high abrasive wear rate with a relevant friction coefficient of 0.8 and the generation of wear fragments under large loads (500 and 1000 μN). Reduced loads (100–200 μN) caused neither wear nor deformation, while friction coefficients decreased appreciably to 0.1 due to the absence of TiO2 and carbon in the form of graphite on the coating surface.

Reference [132] demonstrated the possibility of significantly improving tribological characteristics of massive MAX-phases through additional doping. For example, doping of Ti3Si(Al)C2 with Ti3Si3 particles markedly reduced the friction coefficient from 0.75 to 0.6 due to enhanced hardness and the low Young’s modulus of the Ti3Si3 particles in the composite. Dispersed Ti3Si3 particles (light phase in Fig. 11b) in the Ti3Si(Al)C2 matrix (dark phase in Fig. 11b) efficiently hampered deformation and cracking of the surrounding soft Ti3Si(Al)C2 phase giving rise to elongated planes that overcame load and weakened scratching by the counterbody. The authors of Ref. [132] observed a lowering of the friction coefficient from 0.4–0.5 to 0.3–0.4 in an Al2O3-doped Ti3SiC2-based composite, whereas a rise in the Al2O3 content in the composite significantly reduced its wear rate due to the high hardness of Al2O3 particles surrounded by a relatively soft MAX-phase and decentralization of shear stresses under the sliding ball.

MAX-phases of Ag-doped Ta2AlC and Cr2AlC composites are of special interest [134, 135]. The Ta2AlC wear rate at room temperature decreased after Ag doping owing to the emergence of the Ag2±δAl phase (δ ≤ 0.5) at the grain boundaries that prevented the formation of large particles as the result of abrasive wear. In the case of friction under conditions of periodic thermal impact ranging from 26 to 500°C, MAX-phases of Ag-doped Ta2AlC exhibited an adaptive behavior, giving rise to a “chameleon” two-layer tribofilm (Fig. 12). The outer layer was made up of a mixture of the amorphous oxides NiO (Ni from the counterbody), Cr2O3, FeO1.5, Ta2O5, Al2O3, and possibly their solid solutions with the Ag2Al-based phase. The thicker and less oxidized inner layer consisted of a large amount of carbide (presumably remains of MAX-phase grains and binary carbides), besides amorphous oxides and the Ag2Al phase. The two layers were strongly bound to each other and to the matrix. Diffuse interlayer boundaries underwent gradient changes in element concentration. The fine structure of amorphous oxides made easier grain boundary sliding at room temperature. The tribological oxidation rate of metals and carbide grains on the surface of the tribofilm was sufficient for the necessary amount of lubricious tribooxides to form even at lower temperatures. Oxidation within tribolayers was rather slow, which accounted for conservation of their microstructure and tribological characteristics. These transformations made it possible for the tribofilms to adapt to the friction process in a wide temperature range (Fig. 12a).

MAX-phases of Ti3AlC2 exhibited an adaptive behavior in a vacuum (from 2 × 104 to 5.0 Pa) [136]. In these conditions, the friction coefficient varied between 0.18 and 0.20, and mild wear was apparent. Testing in the air revealed oxide formation on the rubbing surfaces with the resulting marked increase in the friction coefficient (from 0.18 to 0.7) and severe wear of the steel counterbody.

Such behavior of the MAX-phases and composites based on them has been thoroughly explored, as demonstrated by the example of compacted massive materials, whereas tribological properties of the respective coatings are poorly known [63, 119]. Analysis of the adaptive behavior of these materials at elevated temperatures confirmed the necessity of further studies on the tribological behavior of MAX-phase-based coatings.

![Figure 11](image1.png) **Figure 11.** SEM images of the Ti3Si(Al)C2/Ti3Si3 surface after a wear-resistance test under 20 N load obtained with the aid of secondary electrons (a) and back-reflected electrons (b) (from Ref. [132]).

![Figure 12](image2.png) **Figure 12.** (Color online.) (a) Variation of friction coefficient for a Ta2AlC–Ag/Inc718 tribological contact (Inc718 — Inconel, a heat-resistant nickel-chromium alloy) during heating and cooling in the 26–500°C range. Black curve (1) — heating, red curve (2) — cooling, blue curve (3) — heating temperature, green curve (4) — cooling temperature; (b) schematic of a tribofilm formed in a Ta2AlC–Ag/Inc718 tribological contact (from Refs [133, 134]).
3.2 Multicomponent and multilayer nanocomposite coatings

In recent years, multicomponent coatings based on nitrides, borides, and carbides of transition metals with various internal structures have attracted much attention of materials scientists as very promising objects [137–155].

These materials are exemplified by multicomponent TiCrBN/WSe₂ and TiAlSiCN/MoSeC coatings [15, 152] developed in the group led by D V Shtansky. The designers have chosen transition metal carbides and nitrides as the solid phase and used tungsten and molybdenum dichalcogenides, as well as carbon, for improvement of antifriction characteristics. The coatings were synthesized by spraying targets of the desired elemental composition [15, 152].

Structural-phase studies of nanocomposite TiCrBN/WSe₂ coatings showed that they consist of TiCrBN with the face-centered cubic (fcc) structure, WSe₂, and a-WSe₂ (Fig. 13a, b). An increase in WSe₂ content up to 10% induced the growth of the amorphous phase and changed the mechanical characteristics of the coating. Specifically, an enhancement of the lubricating phase fraction resulted in a slight decrease in the elasticity modulus (from 320 to 300 GPa) without altering hardness (∼30 GPa); simultaneously, a positive effect on adhesion strength was documented [15, 152]. Results of investigations into friction characteristics are presented in Fig. 13c.

It follows from the above that the addition of the WSe₂ phase reduced the friction coefficient in the air from 0.5 to 0.2–0.25. According to Refs [15, 152], the improvement in friction characteristics of the single-layer TiCrBN/WSe₂ coating after high-temperature annealing is due to the presence of two phases, viz. a hard heat-resistant (Ti,Cr)(B,N)-based phase with grains a few nanometers in size and a mixture WSe₂ + a-WSe₂, of intercrystalline phases.

Multicomponent TiAlSiCN/MoSeC coatings were produced by spraying targets with different combinations of segments (MoSe₂ + C). In the case of TiAlSiCN, an fcc crystal lattice with the predominant (111), (200), and (220) orientation was formed. The TiAlSiCN/MoSEC diffractograms also exhibit reflections corresponding to an fcc crystal lattice, but simultaneously the diffraction lines undergo broadening and displacement toward smaller angles due to a reduced degree of crystallinity and grain size (from 5–15 to 2 nm), as was elucidated in Ref. [15].

Results of tribological tests of TiAlSiCN/MoSeC nanocomposites at room temperature are shown in Fig. 14c.

Amorphous TiAlSiCN/MoSeC coatings (Fig. 14a, b) with a highest MoSeC content exhibited the best adaptive behavior at high temperatures with friction coefficients below 0.1 up to a temperature of 300 °C (Fig. 14d). The adaptive mechanism was realized through the formation of MoSe₂ in the friction contact.

Testing TiAlSiCN coatings in the presence of Al₂O₃ and WC–Co balls demonstrated high friction coefficients (0.95 and 0.75, respectively). The authors of Ref. [15] attributed this evidence primarily to the ability of wear products to function as additional abrasives in the friction process. The addition of lubrificous phases to the TiAlSiCN coating markedly reduced the friction coefficient from 0.75 to 0.05. The results of optical profilometry suggested the formation of a thin (up to 50 nm) tribolayer on the surface.

Reference [17] presents results of an experimental study on friction and wear mechanisms, as exemplified by multicomponent multilayer TiAlCrYN coatings prepared by successive magnetron sputtering of TiAlCrYN/TiAlCrN, TiAlY(0)CrO(0)N multilayers over steel substrates. Their total thickness was 3.5 µm and hardness 26.6 GPa, regardless of the type of steel in the substrate. Irregular fluctuations of the friction coefficient are illustrated by the friction curve in Fig. 15.

Testing TiAlCrYN coatings revealed their friction coefficient between 0.61 and 0.68, or much higher than in another transition metal nitride, TiAlN/VN (μ = 0.4–0.5) [17]. The authors of the last study argue that the friction coefficient decreases as the depth of the nitrided layer increases, with the wear coefficient reaching an extremely high value at a nitriding depth of 270 µm. Nevertheless, this value is 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than for nonnitrided steel.

Paper [17] also emphasized the influence of relative humidity of the air on the friction coefficient of TiAlCrYN coatings. The wear coefficient at a relative humidity of 30–33% was 10⁻¹⁶ m² N⁻¹ m⁻¹ and significantly increased to 10⁻¹⁵ m² N⁻¹ m⁻¹ as relative humidity fell off.

The tribological film exhibited an amorphous structure apparent in bright-field TEM images of an inclined specimen and in electron diffractograms obtained from a given coating region. TEM-EDX (energy dispersive X-ray analysis) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) (Fig. 16) gave evidence that an 80-nm thick tribofilm had a compact amorphous structure consisting of a mixture of multicomponent oxides with a common chemical composition of Cr₀.₃₉Al₀.₁₉Ti₀.₂₀Y₀.₀₁O₀.₂₁.
The composition of wear fragments actually represented a multicomponent mixture of Ti–Al–Cr–O. EDX and EELS data agree in that they suggest an equally high O content and low Cr level; furthermore, they demonstrate a disappearance of the N–K spectral line front. These findings led the authors of Ref. [17] to hypothesize a complete tribological oxidation exhausted largely by nitride fragments resulting from mechanical wear.

The results of wear resistance tests of coatings allowed the authors of Ref. [17] to conclude that duplex plasma nitriding processes preceding magnetron sputtering of TiAlCrYN coatings might be instrumental in the improvement of wear resistance of relatively soft surfaces. Moreover, the importance of the run-in period for determining friction coefficients is underscored, bearing in mind their increase during this period and transformation of fragment agglomerates into a tribofilm possessing excellent adhesive properties.

The prevalent chemical bonds in a tribological Cr—Ti—Al—O film were those linking metal and oxygen atoms, despite the small number of nitrogen atoms. This permits an explanation of the difference among friction coefficients of TiAlCrYN and other coatings with low friction coefficients, such as TiAlN/VN. Because M—O bonds exhibit stronger shear resistance than V—O bonds, TiAlCrYN coatings containing Cr—O, Al—O, and Ti—O bonds demonstrate higher friction coefficients.

Raman spectra have revealed (from closeness of relevant spectra) the presence of a z-Al2O3 phase in both wear fragments and tribological films [17]. These spectral shifts did not correspond to other related oxides, such as rutile and anatase, presumably because the wear fragments and tribological films were multicomponent in amorphous, as well as in nanocrystalline, states. Evidently, the Raman peaks from short-range order structures must be different from standard (crystalline) oxide peaks; in other words, a marked broadening of vibrational bands should be expected. A comparison of the Raman spectra gave reason to conclude that the difference between vibrational lines of the coating and wear fragments is due to the distinction in chemical bonds between the nitride coating and wear products, arising in tribocombined reactions. The interatomic chemical bonds and the nanostructure of materials govern their mechanical behavior.
Service characteristics of nanocomposite TiAlCrYN coatings having an NaCl type nanocolumnar structure (Fig. 17) were reported in Ref. [12]. The grain size was 5.6, 8.2, and 7.3 nm in series 1, 2, and 3 coatings, respectively (Figs 17a–c).

The adhesive strength of TiAlCrYN coatings was studied in Ref. [12] using a nanoscratch tester. Eight tests were carried out for each coating. The strain depth and friction coefficient increased during loading with increasing normal load. Both the indentation depth and the friction coefficient were sharply enhanced under a load of 374 mN (Fig. 18). The authors referred to this load as critical (the moment the first chevron crack appeared) and denoted it by $L_c$. The coating was partly detached at this point and its failure was due to the high compressive stress exerted by the indenter. The post-scan profile gave evidence that coating failure occurred under a subcritical load. The load at the failure point was denoted by $L_{c,U}$. Bull et al. [156, 157] argue that the failure is a result of asynchronous recovery of strain between the coating and the substrate that causes shear stress along the transition layer and leads to a split in the coating. The critical load values suggest that series 3 specimens (Fig. 18c) possess a higher adhesive strength than do series 1 and 2 specimens (Fig. 18a, b).

Optical images of the wear tracks after the scratch test (Figs 18d–f) clearly demonstrate splitting after high compressive stress produced by an indenter and reverse elastic splitting under a relatively small load. These effects are attributable to wedge-shaped splitting in the form of semicircular cracks spreading outward from the central scratch track. All coatings were partly detached after critical loading. Optical images confirm the improved adhesive strength of series 3 coatings compared with those from series 1 and 2 specimens.

Wear-resistance tests of TiAlCrYN coatings were conducted using a CETR UMT-2 microtribometer at room temperature with a stainless steel counterbody under a 2 N load. Series 1, 2, and 3 specimens had average friction coefficients of 0.68, 0.78, and 0.7–0.73, respectively. The authors of Ref. [12] also observed signs of microwear and oxidation of the worn out coating with the formation of a thin oxide layer and free wear fragments of this oxide. Neither cracks nor destructive detachments were apparent, which suggested a high resistance strength in these coatings.

**Figure 16.** TEM image of the surface of a multilayer TiAlCrYN coating after the wear-resistance test (a) and characteristic electron energy loss spectroscopy of a TiAlCrYN coating, a tribofilm, and wear fragments (b). I, II, III in figure (a) denote copper deposit, tribofilm, and TiAlCrYN coating, respectively (from Ref. [17]).

**Figure 17.** SEM images of series 1, 2, and 3 TiAlCrYN coating surfaces (a–c) and their cross sections (d–f) (from Ref. [12]).
A D Pogrebniak, V M Beresnev et al. [158] reported results of investigations of multilayer Ti–Hf–Si–N/NbN/Al2O3 coatings obtained by cathodic vacuum-arc deposition with HF stimulation. The coating had a hardness of 47.8–56.5 GPa and elastic modulus ranging 435–578 GPa. The authors emphasized that hardness increased closer to the transient zone. The friction coefficient of this multilayer coating was initially 0.02 and decreased to 0.001 in the course of testing. The parameters of deposition influenced the elemental distribution over concentration in the coating and thereby its mechanical properties.

Reference [159] reports an evaluation of the dependence of mechanical and tribological properties of nanocomposite TiAlSiCuN coatings on silicon concentration (Fig. 19). An XRD analysis [159] showed that coatings of different stoichiometries (Ti0.54Al0.42Si0.01Cu0.03N, Ti0.43Al0.48Si0.06Cu0.03N, and Ti0.45Al0.42Si0.10Cu0.03N) consisted of the nanocrystalline Ti-Al-N phase and Cu, while the Si3N4 phase had either an amorphous or silicon-like structure. The authors arrived at the following conclusions based on the results of XRD and XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) analyses [159]:

— Ti0.54Al0.42Si0.01Cu0.03N nanofilms make up coatings containing a solid solution;
— segregation of Ti–Al–Si–N nanocrystals in an amorphous Si3N4 matrix results in the formation of an nc-TiAlN/Si3N4 type nanocomposite film in both Ti0.43Al0.48Si0.06Cu0.03N and Ti0.45Al0.42Si0.10Cu0.03N coatings.

The evolution of the friction coefficient in a TiAlSiCuN-based coating for an Si concentration range of 0–5.09 at.% is illustrated in Fig. 20. In Si-free coatings, the friction coefficient increased within the first 7 min of the test owing to low hardness of the material; thereafter, it remained at a level of 0.8–0.9, suggesting intense adhesive and abrasive wear. The addition of Si into the coating and a further increase in its concentration caused a gradual decrease in the friction coefficient to 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7 at 1.44, 3.39, and 5.09 at.% Si, respectively, due to diminishing surface roughness with increasing Si content.
Results of the study of wear tracks and EDS analysis of wear fragments enabled the authors of paper [160] to conclude that the wear mechanism of coatings containing 5.09 at.% Si includes abrasive, adhesive, and corrosive constituents. Such coatings have the poorest adhesion to the substrate, which accounts for their detachment during testing. Coatings with 3.39 at.% Si are characterized by the predominantly adhesive wear mechanism, with the low friction coefficient being due to the influence of combined lubrication of a softer copper phase and iron oxide, as well as to the decreasing grain size (Fig. 21). Coatings containing 1.44 at.% Si are subject to abrasive wear. A common feature of all the above coatings is that their wear fragments are largely Ti, Al, and O.

Reference [54] describes a hard multilayer TiAlCrSiYN coating showing an adaptive behavior under extreme tribological conditions (dry ultrahigh-speed machining of hardened steel). The main feature of this coating is the formation of a nano-scale protective tribofilm through self-organization in the friction process (Figs 22a, b). Improved operational characteristics of the TiAlCrSiYN/TiAlCrN coatings are due to a tendency toward the formation of a protective tribological sapphire- and mullite-based film. Such a surface film prevents heat penetration into the bulk of the coating and thereby markedly slows down not only its failure but also the generation of undesirable (AlNhex) phases.

The hardness of multilayer TiAlCrSiYN/TiAlCrN coatings is constant (27 GPa) at temperatures up to 500 °C. It slightly decreases at 600 °C but remains high (22 GPa) thereafter. In contrast, single-layer TiAlCrSiYN coatings gradually soften with temperature. The stable high-temperature hardness of TiAlCrSiYN/TiAlCrN coatings may be due to the obstacles encountered by dislocations during their propagation through layer/layer interfaces in loaded nanolayered coatings [54]. In addition, multilayer TiAlCr-SiYN/TiAlCrN coatings also show higher loading resistance (plastic strain resistance defined by the ratio \( H^3/E_r^2 \)) [54], where \( H \) is the hardness, and \( E_r \) is the modulus of elasticity), especially at elevated temperatures. This parameter is fairly well correlated with fatigue failure resistance [54]. It can be concluded that the adaptive mechanism in a multilayer coating is realized via formation of a protective tribological film on the coating surface during its exploitation, which enables the coating to sustain enhanced loading at high temperatures.

Multilayer coatings exhibit enhanced resistance to fatigue failure. Regions exposed to 150 mN have better operating characteristics due to higher loading resistance [61]. This reduces to a minimum the probability of a cracking origin, decreases damage to the surface, and improves wear resistance [47].

Rapid failure is characteristic of a single-layer TiAlCrSiYN/TiAlCrN coating. In contrast, cracks in multilayer TiAlCr-SiYN/TiAlCrN coatings reflect from the nanolayered structure [161]. This energy dissipation mechanism in multilayer coatings was investigated by TEM in Ref. [162]. Cracks in multilayer coatings resulted from damages to the surface by friction and intense thermomechanical processing.
4. Conclusion

This review deals with physical aspects of designing multielement and multilayer nanostructures with reference to hypotheses and ideas from various natural sciences, including solid state and plasma physics, materials engineering, physical chemistry, and condensed matter and consolidated material physics [163–177].

Modern adaptive wear-resistant coatings can be regarded as hierarchical nanostructural materials of surface engineering. They are characterized by a dynamic hierarchy at two main structural levels: nano-scale layers of tribofilm surfaces perform a protective lubricating function, serve as a thermal barrier, and control wear resistance of the entire surface-engineering system, and nano/microlamine coatings having a complicated nanocrystalline/multilayer structure and a nonequilibrium state.

Nanostructural states arise in highly nonequilibrium solid bodies near the zero Gibbs thermodynamic potential and are pre-transition structural-phase states in which nanocrystals and the quasiamorphous phase coexist. The stability of nanostructural states is determined by entropy production associated with the expansion of the crystal molar volume up to the critical values near the structural-phase crystal-to-quasiamorphous medium transition.

The formation of nanostructural states in the entire volume of a solid body in response to high-energy exposure is accompanied by its dispersion with the formation of nanoparticles possessing a quasiamorphous shell. A consolidated nanostructure can be created and conserved either in hydrostatic compression fields with a shear or in the surface layer of a solid body, taking advantage of thermodynamic stability of the submicroncrystalline substrate.

Adaptive wear resistance coatings fully realize their potential under extreme tribological conditions characterized primarily by strong gradients of various characteristics on rubbing surfaces. They are far from equilibrium state and have a very high wear rate of unprotected surface sites during friction.

The main feature of adaptive hierarchical surface type nanomaterials is the formation of various nano-scale tribological films on the coating surface by means of self-organization during friction. The formation is a result of structural modification of the engineering material surface and its interaction with environmental factors (first and foremost oxygen from the air) that leads to tribological oxidation under strong loading and high temperature.

Special attention is given to a new line of nanomaterials research, namely compositional and structural optimization of surface tribofilms by adjusting hard adaptive coatings designed for concrete applications.

The review summarizes the results of long-term investigations into the characteristics of tribological films. Thermodynamic analysis has demonstrated that the formation of tribofilms is a highly nonequilibrium process associated with decreased entropy production and high energy consumption. A tribological system, therefore, absorbs energy that can damage the surface and thereby markedly heightens the wear rate. As dissipative structures, tribofilms possess certain characteristics crucial for meeting various operational conditions by maintaining excellent protective and/or lubricating properties of the frictional surface. Another important feature of adaptive coatings with an enhanced ability to form protective and/or lubricious tribofilms is their improved thermal behavior responsible for creating the large temperature gradient at the tool/chip boundary and reduced overheating of the coated instrument. Concentration of most of the interaction energy between rubbing bodies proceeds in thin nano-scale layers of tribological films, thus reducing damage to the coated surface, which explains why adaptive coatings withstand severe climatic conditions.

Control of the structure and properties of nano-scale tribological films for optimizing the characteristics of adaptive coatings should be an important component of further theoretical and experimental studies.
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